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Editor’s Note

Innovators Shine
For those that say nothing innovative ever happens in the mortgage space, they must not have been at Innovations 2011. At
that event seven top innovations were honored. Over 140 executives gathered to talk about the future of mortgage lending at the
event as well. In fact, we gathered the Innovations 2011 Winners to chat more in this issue’s Cover Story about the subject so
you can get caught up if you couldn’t attend.
In starting PROGRESS in Lending Association, we sought to give innovators a voice and innovators have shown up to do
just that. Nobody said innovation was easy, but especially given market conditions, it’s necessary. Sometimes you have to dare
to do something new and great so you can get back to doing the mundane. So, let’s put our heads together and reinvent the way
mortgages are done.
And let’s face it, we as an industry face a lot of obstacles. Nonetheless technologists have answered the call. The applicants
were so stellar this year that we chose to honor seven instead of five like we did last year. The world of mortgage technology is
evolving. Now we just have to get the industry to evolve as well. Old habits need to be broken. Old processes need to be updated.
Old attitudes need to be scrapped.
Just look at the debacle at JP Morgan Chase. It’s a mess. Why is it a mess? It’s more of the same-old, same-old practices that
got us in this mess. We all have to do a better job of being risk averse. The bank recently said that it lost $2 billion in six weeks
in a trading portfolio designed to hedge against risks the company takes with its own money.
The company’s stock plunged almost 7 percent in after-hours trading after the loss was announced. Other bank stocks,
including Citigroup and Bank of America, suffered heavy losses as well.
The trading loss is an embarrassment for a bank that came through the 2008 financial crisis in much better health than its
peers. It kept clear of risky investments that hurt many other banks.
“The portfolio has proved to be riskier, more volatile and less effective as an economic hedge than we thought,” CEO Jamie
Dimon told reporters. “There were many errors, sloppiness and bad judgment.”
We can’t hope to move forward in a meaningful way if we cling to the old, bad habits of the past. Things have to change.
Innovation has to happen. ❖

Tony Garritano
tony@progressinlending.com

PS. Your comments are welcome. Please E-mail letters to letters@progressinlending.com. Include your name, address and
a daytime telephone number. Letters are subject to editing and are presumed to be for publication unless the writer specifies
otherwise.
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Your Voice - By Jeff Wirsing

Are
You
Cutting
Corners?
A Question To Ponder

Y

ou may be familiar the popular party game “Would you rather,” whereby a question is posed
which involves having to choose between two (often undesirable) choices. It’s a game that
provokes a lot of fun and interesting discussions, introspection and critical thinking. Here’s a
“Would you rather” question for mortgage originators.
“Would you rather...originate loans or change people’s lives”
On the surface, this question may seem simple and an easy one to answer. I think all of us would
quickly say that we want to change people’s lives. But once you start to think harder about the question
you may find it’s not as simple as it appears.
An originator who endeavors to “change” someone’s life is taking on a pretty significant responsibility. Not every mortgage originator is comfortable in that role. After all, what gives an originator the
right to think they are in a position to change someone’s life? And if they are in a position to change
someone’s life how do they go about doing it? And do they have the tools to do it?
Americans are struggling with multiple converging obstacles that impede their ability to achieve
their financial goals. The solution to their
problems is really quite simple and mortgage
An originator who endeavors to “change”
originators are uniquely qualified to help by
someone’s life is taking on a pretty significant
providing “just-in-time” information.
Over the next few weeks I’m going to blog
responsibility.
about the important role that mortgage originators can play (if they choose to) in changing
the lives of millions of Americans and, at the same time, re-build the mortgage industry, re-establish
confidence in the value of home ownership and have more fun and get more personal enjoyment out of
being a mortgage originator than ever before.
Now let’s begin a discussion which explores the huge opportunity that the mortgage origination
industry has when it comes to playing a significant role in changing people’s lives.
Let’s begin by acknowledging what we all know. A home purchase or refinance involves arranging
and negotiating what equates to the largest financial transaction and debt obligation in most people’s
lives. That alone says a lot with regard to the importance of the event. But what has gone unnoticed, and
what I want to discuss, is how homeownership, the home finance transaction, and the future of America
are intertwined, and more specifically, how the mortgage origination industry is uniquely positioned to
play a key role, if they choose to, in leading America back to greatness.
Given that eighty percent of wealth in America is created through real estate, namely homeownership, the mortgage origination industry is engaging with Americans at a critical point in their lives. So
again I ask the question, “Would you rather originate loans or change people’s lives?”
Clearly this discussion isn’t intended for those in the mortgage industry who choose to embrace, and
cling on to, the concept that mortgage financing is a “commodity” and the only thing that matters is the
rate, the fees and the loan program. So if that’s you...you are excused. But if you believe that your role
as a mortgage professional is to educate consumers, and help them make decisions that are sustainable
and serve their needs today and in the future, I’d like to talk with you about using the mortgage trans-
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mortgage industry is that it has the abilaction as a “teachable moment”, and an
The silver lining for
ity to take the lemons it’s been sucking
opportunity to provide “just-in-time” inthe mortgage industry
on these last three years and turn them
formation to Consumers, and in the prointo lemonade.
cess be a force in leading America, and
is that it has
In 2007, the mortgage origination
Americans, back to greatness.
industry
generated approximately $3
For those mortgage originators who
the ability to
trillion in originations. That equated to
believe their role is to “advice” clients,
take the lemons
providing financial services to nearly 10
and not just take orders (...as in “would
million Americans (1 in 5 homeowners).
you like fries with that?”), it’s necessary
it’s been sucking
Despite the massive drop off (a loss of
to have a clear appreciation of the state
on these last
nearly 2/3’s in total volume) over that
of average Americans. So let’s consider
last three years the mortgage transacthe following facts:
three years and
tion still puts the origination industry in
>>> Despite living in one of the
direct contact with a significant percentwealthiest countries in the world the rate
turn them
age of consumers annually. But more
at which people save for retirement in
into lemonade.
importantly, the context of this interacthe U.S. is nearly zero. Outside of emtion is like no other industry. Originators
ployer sponsored retirement plans individuals save virtually nothing for retirement and are relying on are assisting Consumers with a transaction that involves a significant and life impacting financial decision. But what’s unique
social security.
>>> Over 65% percent of Americans live paycheck-to-pay- is that in addition to the “transaction” that’s occurring, originacheck because they need their next paycheck in order to pay tors do something that almost no other financial services professional does, which is compile and assess the Consumers credit
their upcoming bills.
>>> 66% of Americans have a net worth of less than history (i.e. the credit report) and financial situation. As such,
mortgage originators are in the unique position of being able to
$25,000.
>>> The average American household sends 18% of their provide “just in time” financial education and information at one
of the most “teachable moments” in people’s lives.
income each month to creditors other than mortgage lenders.
In an age when America’s priorities have shifted from be>>> The average American with a credit file has over $18,000
ing a savings nation to being a spending nation, and where the
in non-mortgage debt.
>>> 80% of wealth in America derives from real estate... momentum has dramatically changed from living a life of selfreliance to one of dependence, the time has come for America to
namely home ownership.
All of the above statistics were gathered prior to the 2008 return to its roots. It’s time to promote thrift as a core American
credit crisis, the subsequent mortgage meltdown and the burst- value and to make financial education and responsibility a naing of the house bubble. When totaled, and then added to the tional priority.
Financial education, integrated into the act of getting a mortresulting stock market crash, Americans in the last 5 years suffered a 30-50% loss in wealth. And given the current U.S. and gage, is the new paradigm that will, and must, be embraced by
international political and economic climate, (and despite my the mortgage origination industry. It’s possible for the mortgage
efforts to see things as “half-full”), all indications are that aver- industry, and individual Originators, to adopt a simple and comage Americans are going to struggle in the coming years when monsense financial education platform that can be blended with
it comes to achieving their financial needs...let alone their finan- the mortgage origination process, that utilizes tools for self-administered financial decision making and which promotes financial dreams.
So, as we revisit the “Would you rather” question of origi- cial self-reliance and being prepared for retirement.
Next month I’ll discuss specifics on how this can be accomnating mortgage loans or changing peoples’ lives, it’s clear that
Americans have a need. And in the world of business...”Where plished and how Originators, and the mortgage origination inthere’s a need...there’s an opportunity”. The silver lining for the dustry, can move beyond just originating mortgages. ❖
Jeff Wirsing is President and Co-Founder of GreenBar America LLC. GreenBar offers a new mortgage loan pre-qualification system that mortgage originators will use with every person in the U.S. that seeks to finance a home. The program,
called GreenBar, guarantees that the mortgage decision puts the Borrower in the safest possible financial position.
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Recovery Tips - By Randy Schmidt

Are
You
Cutting
Corners?
Expanding Your Footprint

While short cuts may save you lots of money upfront, in the end that approach
often just leads to some lost opportunities.

T

oday’s highly competitive market and tech savvy consumers are challenging lenders to deliver a
robust online lending experience if they want to compete and expand their mortgage footprint.
For instance, despite the challenges of the local and national economy, The Juniata Valley Bank remains a well-capitalized, fiscally sound community bank, ready and able to meet the
credit needs of the markets it serves. Those needs are many and varied as they face a rapidly evolving constituency.
“Throughout 2012, we will continue to deliver financial services through traditional community
offices, offering face-to-face service from friendly personnel seven days a week; in addition, we are
expanding our electronic delivery system to meet the demands of an increasingly technology-dependent
clientele. Text banking and full service Mobile Banking are now augmented by online delivery of mortgage-related loan products” stated Suzanne Booher, VP Marketing/Facilities/Security for The Juniata
Valley Bank.
What lenders are realizing is that the online mobile revolution is expanding at an unprecedented
pace. With over 5 billion mobile subscriptions world-wide, that number eclipses the combined penetration of PC’s, landlines and TV’s. Smartphones are projected to surpass 110 million by 2015 according
to eMarketer. The statistics clearly demonstrate that today’s consumers are online, they are mobile, and
are increasingly “tech savvy”.
Lenders need to be where their potential borrowers
Today’s highly competitive market and
are. A recent study showed that there are 51.5 million
potential homebuyers born between 1979 and 1991.
tech savvy consumers are challenging
This group of people commonly referred to as “millenlenders to deliver a robust online
nials” comprise nearly a quarter of the total US population. This represents a critical audience for lenders and
lending experience.
virtually every member of this group can be found online. By not having an online channel, lenders are missing out on a tremendous opportunity.
It is essential to make online offerings more interactive. Lenders must engage their borrowers and
instantly provide them with the information needed to make an informed buying decision. In addition,
lenders should provide secure communications with their customers to keep them informed during the
entire lending process.
In order to better serve their customers, The Juniata Valley Bank made the decision to expand their
online offerings. To successfully offer an interactive online experience, they looked for a partner that
fully understood what customers expect online, delivers the security that their institution demands and
has the experience to quickly implement.
Suzanne stated, “We partnered with one of the industry’s most trusted sources for online lending to
collaborate with our team to deliver a secure online user experience. Data-Vision’s highly skilled staff
explained what borrowers are looking for and were extremely easy to work with”.
Members of today’s “do it yourself” generation, prefer to have an interactive online experience. ❖
Randy Schmidt is President of Data-Vision, Inc. and is responsible for overall operation and strategic planning for the
company. Randy became involved in the IT side of mortgage banking almost 30 years ago and has been involved in numerous
projects on both the origination and servicing side of the business. In 1993, Randy co-founded Data-Vision, Inc.
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Some are more responsive...
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systems are the same,
see how a little flex
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MortgageFlex. Call today to experience the difference.
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Transforming Mortgage Lending
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Market Pulse

AreThe
YouRise
Cutting Corners?
Fraud On
While short cuts may save you lots of money upfront, in the end that approach
often just leads to some lost opportunities.

I

nterthinx has released its annual Mortgage Fraud Report,
which highlights some of the most significant mortgage
fraud risk trends based on analysis of loan applications
processed in 2011. According to the report, the Employment/
Income Fraud Risk Index rose 14 percent during 2011 and has
been on an upward trend for more than two years for a total
increase of more than 45 percent. The Employment/Income
Fraud Risk Index is particularly high for investor loans with an
index of 310, which is almost three times the overall index value
of 111 and is highest for high-value properties.
More detailed points highlighted by Interthinx analysts
include the following:
>>> The fraud hot spots for 2011 are very similar to those
observed in 2010. The top six states with the highest overall
levels of mortgage fraud risk in 2010 were again the riskiest six
states in 2011. Mortgage fraud risk remained consistent from
2010 to 2011 in the Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs)
as well, with 16 of the 20 riskiest MSAs repeated from the
previous year. This alarming degree of persistence suggests that
it is going to be a long road back for these MSAs and states.
They are all experiencing high levels of foreclosure activity, and
the predominant mortgage fraud schemes center on distressed
borrowers and properties.
>>> Nevada has the highest mortgage fraud risk in the
nation, with a risk index value at 245, which is 99 points
higher than the national mortgage fraud risk index of
146. Over the last eight years, Nevada has experienced a
cycle of fraud leading to an artificial boom followed by a
devastating bust resulting in the largest house price declines,
unemployment rates, and foreclosure rates in the nation. High

fraud risk, associated in particular with foreclosure and short
sale schemes, contributed to Nevada retaining its position as
the state with the highest mortgage fraud risk in the country
for the third consecutive year.
>>> The entire Chicago MSA saw a dramatic decrease in
high-risk transactions in 2011, with its risk index value falling
from 174 in the first quarter to 146 in the fourth quarter. Increased
media and lender scrutiny of fraud in these geographies may
have played a role in this dramatic change.
>>> Five of the six New England states experienced large
changes in fraud risk between 2010 and 2011. Rhode Island,
Massachusetts, and New Hampshire are among the four states
with the largest risk decreases, while Vermont and Connecticut
both experienced large increases in fraud risk. This dichotomy
could be caused by the movement of fraudsters between
neighboring regions as they identify areas ripe for exploitation.
Maine remained in the five lowest-risk states.
>>> The rise in the Employment/Income Fraud Risk Index
over the past two years is likely the result of the decline in house
prices being outpaced by the decline in the income of working
households combined with more stringent underwriting and
documentation requirements.
>>> Loan applications for investment properties continue
to have very high fraud risk compared with owner-occupied
properties.
“Keeping our guard up as risk profiles shift requires our
industry to think as creatively as the criminals,” said Kevin Coop,
president of Interthinx. “That’s only possible when lenders have
access to the best data and analytics available. By identifying
risky correlations, we provide actionable intelligence.” ❖

Fraud By Geographic Area
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intensified challenges … diminished resources … extraordinary pressure
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Professional support – maximize your marketing

Drawing on its subject matter expertise in automated marketing,
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Data Preparation – to guarantee an unbeatable ROI.

Call 1.888.887.7880 or
visit www.turningpoint.com
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®

INTELLIGENT MARKETING SOLUTIONS

The Turning Point is recognized as “the first company to offer bankers, brokers and loan originators
technology-driven marketing solutions specifically designed for the needs of the mortgage industry”.

Process Improvement - By Tony Garritano

How Is The LOS Evolving?
As the mortgage market becomes more regulated, loan origination systems have
to keep up, but how are they doing?

A

s we talk about things like LO Comp, Dodd-Frank, UMDP and other new regulatory concerns,
the mortgage industry is really getting squeezed. Well, as lenders get squeezed, technology
vendors get squeezed more, especially LOS vendors. So, how are these systems keeping up
and evolving with the times? I’ve noticed a few techniques.
First, the LOS is doing more. A good example of this is the Mortgage Builder acquisition of GCC
Servicing Systems, a leading loan servicing software provider that shares 35 years of history with its
new owner. GCC is the creator of G/Serv, a mortgage servicing software popular with mid-tier lenders,
community banks, credit unions and mortgage companies, a market sector also well served by Mortgage Builder. The teaming of the two technologies comes at a time when many lenders are retaining
servicing rights and responsibilities.
“More lenders need servicing software now than at any time in recent history,” says Keven Smith,
Mortgage Builder’s CEO and president. “With the acquisition of GCC, Mortgage Builder now offers
a complete lending system that empowers lenders to control all aspects of the process,” he notes. “And
with their common DNA, the platforms work extremely well together, making it far simpler for lenders
to make smooth transitions into loan servicing.” The GCC staff will join Mortgage Builder and GCC
will operate as a separate division with Jeff Augenstein, vice president of GCC, responsible for the
day-to-day operations.
GCC Servicing Systems was founded in 1977 as Glenn Computer Corporation by Glenn Liebowitz in Southfield, Michigan as a mortgage servicing, loan origination, and accounting service bureau.
As lenders get squeezed, technology
The loan origination product was spun off in 1998 to
vendors get squeezed more, especially become Mortgage Builder Software. G/Serv brings
Mortgage Builder a comprehensive loan servicing
LOS vendors.
platform that automates all servicing administration
functions, along with default management and full
reporting capabilities. Like Mortgage Builder, G/Serv has evolved greatly since it was first released,
and is now designed for Software as a Service (SaaS) delivery for fast, cost-effective implementation,
and is hosted in a SAS-70 Type II/ SSAE-16 Type II compliant data center.
“This acquisition puts Mortgage Builder into a unique class of technology providers,” says
Kelli Himebaugh, corporate vice president of Mortgage Builder. “As a nimble, independent company, we are well accustomed to working with regional and mid-tier lenders” she says. “We can
now bring our highly personalized approach to lenders choosing to become servicers to maximize
returns and improve borrower service levels,” she says. “A new era is dawning for the mortgage
industry and with the addition of GCC, we are able to provide a full range of exceptional technologies for America’s lenders.”
But it’s not just all about new functionality, says Mr. Smith. “We’re noticing that functionality was
the sizzle in the past. Nowadays the LOS is a recruiting tool. Look and feel and ease of use are important. You need something that the LO wants to use, looks good and is easy to use. We weren’t always
the prettiest system, but we had the functionality. Now we’re focusing on look and feel as well.”
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The LOS is evolving because of a combination of several factors,
but primarily it’s the competitive landscape among LOS vendors.
Mortgage Builder notes that an easy implementation, coupled
with a great-looking system that has advanced functionality, has
to be the way forward for any LOS that wants to thrive. “You
want to quickly board customers because lenders don’t have the
training resources,” pointed out Mr. Smith. “The other advance
is electronic document management. That goes beyond imaging.
Everybody wants to go paperless. We launched a new integrated
product so images can be broken apart, stored by department,
bundled for bulk delivery, etc.
And for those LOS firms that are making the investment in
their product, they’re looking to protect that investment. For example, the United States Patent and Trademark Office has issued
LOS Ellie Mae a patent for an advanced security model that enables managers, loan officers and processors to securely access
critical loan files and documents online.
The invention––U.S. Patent number 8,126,920 entitled,
“Enterprise Security Management System Using Hierarchical Organization and Multiple Ownership Structure”––is a
hierarchical organization and security model for networked
computing. It allows multiple ownership of system files and
resources while maintaining flexibility of organizational control and strict security rules over the users. In other words, Ellie Mae’s technology allows loan origination system and other
networked computer users to access, work and collaborate securely on files and documents.
In addition, a user’s access and/or ability to make changes
may be limited or controlled by members higher up in the organization or network. For example, a lender can restrict what
actions a mortgage manager can perform on loan files and documents or limit what a loan officer or processor can approve and
what data and files they can access.
“As our industry migrates to cloud computing and Software
as a Service (SaaS), new opportunities and challenges for clients are being created,” said Limin Hu, Ellie Mae’s co-founder
and chief technology officer. “On one hand, this new paradigm
enables greater access and efficiency within organizations and
supply chains; on the other hand, it also increases the possibility
of security lapses.

We’re also seeing several LOS companies offer whole new
systems that combine best practices with the latest technologies
like cloud computing, for example. MortgageFlex took this to
heart when they launched their new LoanQuest LOS. The efficiency of any process involves utilizing fewer resources to
achieve the expected result in shorter cycle time. That involves
the automation of routine tasks, such as producing initial disclosures. Improving the quality of each task can reduce or eliminate re-work, review and other duplicate efforts, which drive up
costs. Technology such as LoanQuest’s image management center enables immediate access to mortgage documents without
the manual transport of the loan file from desk to desk. Taking a
key from efficient manufacturing, the newer technologies allow
the process definition to reduce steps, shorten cycle times, and
combine tasks to reduce the overall cost to originate.
MortgageFlex has endeavored to give lenders several options to accomplish their goals. Aside from the obvious technology advantages, MortgageFlex now offers transactional hosting
pricing options. A “pay as you use” pricing option that gives
lenders the technology they need without hardware and technical support staff costs. By offering expanded hosting services,
MortgageFlex also incurs the security expenses associated with
SSAE16 level audits, so lenders have the security needed without the capital outlay. MortgageFlex has seen tremendous interest in this service; approximately 70% of new customers signed
in 2011 have chosen this option.
“The LOS is evolving because of a combination of several
factors, but primarily it’s the competitive landscape among LOS
vendors,” explained Craig Bechtle, EVP/COO at MortgageFlex.
“We’ve all been schooled by Apple and their simple elegance
approach to technology delivery and we’ve learned our lessons
well. Simply put, a product that is easy to use is easy to sell.
“There are two key factors that drive lenders to make a technology investment, risk avoidance and profitability,” he concluded. “It is up to the vendor to develop systems to meet these needs
and provide basic functionality and since much of it is controlled
by federal regulations, the differentiation among products is
found in the pricing and the user experience.” ❖

Tony Garritano is Chairman and Founder of PROGRESS in Lending. As a speaker Tony has worked hard to inform
executives about how technology should be a tool used to further business objectives. For over 10 years he has worked
as a journalist, researcher and speaker. He can be reached via e-mail at tony@progressinlending.com.
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Add a new dimension
to closing loans...

collaboration
Picture a Web-based “paperless office” that serves
as an end-to-end document management tool for
brokers and correspondents– actually reducing costs,
saving time, increasing efficiencies, and reducing
bottlenecks in the loan process.
Put DocVelocity in the picture and your
customers will thank you for helping them
take the work out of paperwork.
Visit docvelocity.com/info
or call (877) 362-8356.

The information provided here is for dissemination to and for the use of real estate and financial business entities only and is not an advertisement for the extension of credit to consumers.

Future Trends - By Roger Gudobba

Closing the Gap
It’s time to resolve the long standing tension between business and
Information Technology.

T

he business requirements and the Information Technology (IT) capabilities are inter-connected
in every organization, but the relationship between them is often misunderstood. How about
your company?
Do your business executives feel most IT projects are delivered late and over budget? Do they feel
the IT department tries to use a new technique when it might be overkill or not appropriate? Do they
feel that the solutions are not quite what they expected or are missing some aspect? Does your IT
department feel that the requirements for projects are not well defined? Do they feel the requirements
sometimes change significantly after the project starts? Do they sometimes feel the timelines are unrealistic? Is this a lack of communication and understanding? Ultimately the IT side gets frustrated and
the business side loses confidence in IT.
How are your IT budgets developed? Are some projects used to fund major projects to cover scope
creep and overruns? Are they on a project-by-project basis? If the projects are done in isolation, the
underlying architecture becomes inflexible and layered with unnecessary complications. Do you believe your business spent about the right amount of money on IT last year? Do you believe your business allocated that IT spending in about the
right places? Do you believe your business
No longer will it suffice for businesses to
got about the right returns for its spending on
go through periods of spending followed by IT? If you didn’t answer yes to all three questions, then it’s time to consider change.
periods of rationalizing cost to increase margins.
Companies will need to rethink how they
operate. No longer will it suffice for businesses to go through periods of spending followed by periods of rationalizing cost to increase margins.
Rather than identify the business need and from there build or acquire a system to meet that need, lenders need to take a different approach.
In the book IT Savvy, Peter Weill states, “Now is the time for bold leaders to prepare their organization for the next couple of decades. We think one of the biggest opportunities and challenges for you
will be the digitization of business.”
IT-savvy firms decide how they want to operate and proceed to build a digitized platform of business processes, IT systems, and data to execute on their operating strategy. The platform becomes
a data-driven decision process with no silos of information or duplication of critical data. This will
greatly reduce or eliminate errors and allow validation of data throughout the process.
Peter Weill goes on to say, “Every interaction between a customer and a business, between a business and another business, between employees in a business and between a government and a business
will become more and more digital.” This strategy will lead to:
1. Cost-effective operations
2. Timely information
3. Rapid innovation
All IT spending falls into either the new or sustaining category. In 2007 the average firm spent 71%
on sustaining and only 29% was allocated to new business initiatives. Peter Weill states that “IT savvy
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That is the role MISMO plays for the mortgage industry.
Standardization has been accomplished with the development
of a data dictionary so all the parties consistently communicate
with a common understanding. Integration with the development of data structures so all the parties, both internal and external, have a common understanding of the information that is exchanged results from the adoption of the dictionary. The primary
purpose of IT is to consistently elevate performance. The goal
is to disengage humans from a process that is better supported
by machines.
Mortgage lenders are pressured, with increasing regularity
to cope with market and regulatory changes. The nature and
frequency of these changes create discontinuity in existing processes and create havoc in their information systems. Digitalization of business interactions and processes is advancing full
companies are 21% more profitable. There are two sources of bore. But in many organizations, returns are flat-lining, even as
profitability: lower costs for operations and faster innovation. technology spending has skyrocketed.
So what is the solution?
It’s time to recognize that if IT isn’t a strategic asset in your
Start with an assessment of your current IT portfolio. Rank
company it’s a strategic liability.”
The executives should make the decision about which busi- each one high or low on two criteria. One is strategic imporness processes will be standardized and which ones will be inte- tance: focus on their relevance to the entire organization, not
grated throughout the business. Otherwise, the IT unit ends up in to an individual business unit, product or services. Second is
a much, more project-oriented, order-taking role. What results is value potential: assess each one on anticipated return on investjust a bunch of relatively uncoordinated projects that don’t add ment, either through improved performance and reduced cost or
up to anything. As new systems are implemented, they become through the value gained strategically.
Invest to keep the lights on: take
part of your firm’s legacy. Their ongoa hard look at projects with little dising support requires time and money.
For the foreseeable
cernible strategic importance and low
More important, systems influence,
intrinsic value potential. Can they be
constrain or dictate how business profuture, mortgage
eliminated or scaled back?
cesses are performed. The reasons for
lenders will have to
Invest to refine: become adept at
replacing legacy systems are reducing
fine-tuning projects, gaining efficiencosts, reducing complexity, more prosupport multiple
cies, improving operations and cutcess oriented and more IT control.
ting head-counts.
For the foreseeable future, mortpoints of interaction
Invest to grow: the most imporgage lenders will have to support
and multiple points
tant IT projects are those with high
multiple points of interaction and
strategic importance and high value
multiple points of integration. There
of integration.
potential.
are two things (IT) does better than
Invest to sustain: some strategicalanything else.
Standardization: which involves reducing variation in the ly important projects may already be relatively well developed
where future investment will have low value potential.
company’s business processes.
After classifying the various projects in these groups, evaluIntegration: which involves providing access to data across
ate the level of investments they will need. ❖
the company.
IT Investments

Roger Gudobba has over 25 years of mortgage experience. He is CEO at PROGRESS in Lending and Chief Strategy
Officer at technology vendor Compliance Systems. Roger is an advocate of data standardization and a more
data-driven approach to mortgage. Roger can be reached via e-mail at rgudobba@compliancesystems.com.
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Community Banks

Mid - Tier Banks
Credit Unions
Mortgage Banks

Mortgage & Consumer
Hosted or Traditional
Rapid Deployment
Lender Refined

Powering

Today’s
Lender

800 - 628 - 4687
p o w e r l e n d e r. c o m

Loan Origination & Processing System

Business Strategies - By Michael Hammond

Facebook’s Real Value
Don’t ponder how much Facebook is worth, ponder how you can use
Facebook to grow your business.

W

e’ve all been waiting with bated breath for the Facebook IPO. Well, it came and went. Regardless of all the speculation and media hype, shares ended right near their offering price.
Is that a bad thing? Not necessarily. Facebook set its final IPO price at $38 a share. When
the stock began trading at 11:30 a.m. ET on that fated day, the first trade came in at $42.05 per share
-- a gain of nearly 11%, according to CNN Money.
But the stock quickly reversed course, dropping down to hover right around the $38 IPO price for
much of midday trading. Though shares rose modestly for short bursts of time throughout the day, they
ended the session at $38.23.
While the price itself didn’t move much, trading was fast and intense. More than 80 million shares
changed hands in the first 30 seconds of trading. By the end of the day, volume had spiked to around
567 million shares. That activity easily set a new volume record for IPOs, smashing the previous record
that automaker General Motors set in 2010 with trading of around 450 million shares.
At the $38 IPO price, Facebook is on track to raise $16 billion, making it the largest tech IPO in
history. It’s the third largest U.S. IPO ever, trailing only the
$19.7 billion raised by Visa in March 2008 and the $18.1 bilSocial media is an efficient and
lion raised by GM in November 2010, according to rankings
by Thomson Reuters.
inexpensive tool for business
Underwriters have the option to purchase an extra 63.2 milpromotion that allows you to engage lion shares to cover any so-called over-allotments for excess demand. If that happens, Facebook will sell 484.4 million shares
with customers.
in total. That would bring the amount raised to $18.4 billion.
What’s the bottom line? The company is worth a lot of
money regardless of what happens with the stock price. For me though, I don’t worry or wonder how
much Facebook is worth. I think that’s the wrong question. If you want to buy Facebook go buy it, but
regardless of whether you’re a Facebook owner or not, you should be worrying and wondering how
you can use Facebook to grow your business. That’s the question that you should be asking.
In a white paper that I read called “Social Media Tune Up” the author (SYNECORETECH.COM)
rightfully said that social media is an efficient and inexpensive tool for business promotion that allows
you to engage with customers, amplify your message, expand your reach, drive traffic to your website,
create brand awareness, and generate leads. With the viral ability of social media, your message can be
heard by thousands of people at once.
Simply put, social media amplifies your message, content, website and brand. It allows you to establish and foster deeper personal relationships with potential customers. When done correctly, social
media can generate website traffic, inbound links and quality leads. Social media should be a major
aspect of your business.
Now, back to Facebook.
How does Facebook work for business? People have profiles; brands have pages
>> >Transparency is the goal.
>> >Choose a cover photo for your page that best represents your brand.
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>> >Set up your profile picture. This is the image shown on your fans into brand evangelists will attract more visitors to your
Facebook page. In this way, Facebook can serve as a powerful
each of the updates on your wall and in users’ news feeds.
Although Facebook’s Timeline layout has made it easier to tool for business promotion.
To increase your Facebook exposure, you need to design ofbuild a business page, there are still some necessary steps you
can overlook. It is important to understand that while Facebook fers and content that will motivate people to “like” or “share”
is a great platform to engage with your customers and prospects, your page. Posts containing the word “video” in them are shared
it can also be an ideal place to generate leads. Here’s what you 30% more on Facebook. Posts that use buzzwords or business
jargon like “optimize” significantly decrease the number of
need to do:
fans for a Facebook page. Posts with digits in the title tend to
>> >Share company info through pictures and videos.
be shared more often. Lists using words
>> >Interact and engage with cuslike “top” make tremendously successtomers.
Your Facebook
ful Facebook posts. For your customers
>> >Use your business logo or other
and prospects to find your Facebook page
image that represents your brand.
page should
engaging, you will need enticing content
>> >Choose an image that is reprebe a launching
and regular posts.
sentative of your brand
Your Facebook page should strengthWhat not to do:
point to your
en existing relationships and also forge
>> >No calls-to-action
new ones. To do this, you need to perfect
>> >No contact information
business website,
the timing and composition of posting
>> >No references to Facebook
blog and conversion original content, and learn how to cater
features/actions
to the needs of your target audience. You
>> >No price or purchase informaoffers.
will need to closely monitor your Facetion
book page to understand what your fans
Highlight your best content/offers
by pinning them to the top of your timeline. Enable the new want, or hire a team of professionals to do it.
When crafting your Facebook strategy, here are some things
personal messages feature. If you are a single location business,
set up a “places” page. Add useful applications such as Discus- to consider:
>> >Know your target audience
sion Boards and a YouTube Video Box. Measure your Facebook
>> >The most frequently-used activity for young Facebook
ROI with website analytics. Create milestones to show off your
company’s best accomplishments. Re-pin your best content ev- users is wall posts
>> >The older Facebook demographics are more interested
ery seven days (pins expire weekly). Software such as Google
Analytics and HubSpot are great for tracking visitors and social in using Facebook for themselves
>> >Share original content
reach.
>> >Put “like” or “recommend” buttons at the top of each
With the addition of Timeline, your Facebook page must be
as visually appealing as possible. Think of your Facebook page blog article
>> >Post articles on the weekend
as an interactive blog that tells your story and encourages user
>> >Focus on social aspect (invites, graffiti, etc.)
engagement. It should be formatted to create an interactive en>> >Fans will build up a reputation for your blog article by
vironment for your fans that also helps you to gather more information about them. Be as creative as possible, and determine “liking” its content
What’s the takeway from all this? Your Facebook page should
which activities or apps will best supplement your company’s
be a launching point to your business website, blog and converbrand messaging.
Some businesses will merely set up a Facebook page and sion offers. By encouraging discussions on your Facebook wall,
then leave fans to their own devices. It is essential for you to you will be fostering a community in which your newest visitors
distribute remarkable content they will want to share. Turning interact with your most dedicated and loyal customers. ❖
Michael Hammond is chief strategy officer at PROGRESS in Lending Association and the founder and president of
NexLevel Advisors. NexLevel provides solutions in business development, strategic selling, marketing, public relations
and social media. He can be reached at mhammond@nexleveladvisors.com.
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DOES YOUR LOS
FIT THE WAY YOU
DO BUSINESS?
Mortgage Builder software is an all-inclusive residential lending solution
that manages your loan from prequalification through interim servicing
and delivery.
Mortgage Builder Software Solutions
• Web Production Portals
• Web Origination
• Embedded Closing
Document Production
• Imaging & Electronic
Document Management (EDM)
• E-Delivery to Investors
• Secondary Marketing
• Product & Pricing
Eligibility Integration
• Over 70 Interfaces in
16 Categories
• Award Winning Support
and Service

Contact us today to learn more about how Mortgage Builder fits your needs.
1.800.850.8060 • www.mortgagebuilder.com

Selling To

The Next

Generation
Today’s first time home buyers have a vastly
different vision on what they want in a house.
By Barbara Perino and Rebecca Walzak

M

ortgage lenders would benefit
from being aware that Generation
Y (those who were born between
1980 and 1994) are beginning to enter the
home purchase market more and more and
their knowledge about the home-buying
process is very different than previous
generations even their Generation X
brothers, sisters, cousins and friends (those
born between 1964 – 1979).This will
impact loan officer strategy as well as the
mortgage banker processing the loans.
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How has this evolved over the years?
Let’s look back:
Up to now:
When World War II ended, the
American Dream of home ownership
became very mainstream. Servicemen
returned home reclaiming jobs they left
and with the GI Bill of Rights in place,
were able to purchase affordable housing.
Mortgages were cheaper than renting and
banking relationships created security
for acquiring mortgage loans more
easily. The typical house (some called
the Levittown house) had two bedrooms,
one bath and an eat-in kitchen and was
on average 750 sq. ft in size. Family

“

Even after the financial collapse of the
savings and loan industry at the end of the
1970s, people were still buying homes
with ease. Transitioning into the 1980s
and at times paying double digit interest
rates, the average homeowner could still
afford a mortgage. Homes continued to
get bigger, averaging 2,000 sq. ft. in size.
The higher mortgage rates didn’t deter
people from getting mortgages as there
were new loan programs to choose from.
During this timeframe, more and more
families were dual-income households
with the mother working to help sustain
a lifestyle of convenience and comfort.
Divorce was also becoming very prevalent

Something else to think about … the new
generations of managers coming in to the
mortgage industry is going to be another
opportunity for change to occur.

“

type relationships were established with
local banks and mortgages were made by
simply having a meeting with the bank
president who drew up the paperwork,
called the borrower in and got everything
signed, quickly. Families would typically
live in these houses for the life of the loan
and beyond, many times increasing the
size of the house by adding on rooms as
the families grew.
In the 1960s, the average size of new
homes increased on average to 1,450
square feet as families became larger,
society became more prosperous and
people started spreading out into the
suburbs. Mortgages were still based
on the relationships people had with
their bankers and savings and loans
institutions. The same is true going into
the 1970s. The average size of homes
increased again, half of which had two
or more bathrooms. These homes were
typically passed down a generation
when the parents decided they wanted to
retire and move to a retirement home, hit
the road in an RV or move in with the
children.
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in our society, thus more opportunities for
more mortgage loans. The economy was
booming in the eighties and people were
buying second homes in locations where
the family could go on vacation and
enjoy the surroundings whether a beach
community or a mountainous hideaway.
In the early 1990s, the average
home had four-bedrooms and a
separate family room, formal dining
room and a ½ bathroom located near
the kitchen or entrance and a two-car
garage. Homeowners consisted of the
Traditionalists generation (our parents
who were typically still in their original
houses) and the Baby Boomers who by
now are saving money, taking vacations,

A b o u t Th e A u t h o r

having larger families, enjoying life,
living in larger homes. Moms were still
working, supplementing the family
income. Moving up into even larger
homes was becoming more common in
many areas of the country.
By the 2000s Americans had incurred
a lot of debt. Mortgage loans, two-car
payments, installment debt, college
funds, etc. By the mid-2000s home
equity loans and second mortgages
were a very common practice which
has impacted many homeowners today
as the daily news and the state of the
mortgage industry can attest. No need to
talk anymore about this as this article is
focusing on what younger Generation Y
is going to do going forward with being
able to afford a mortgage and what the
process is going to have to look like for
them
Throughout the eras of the 70s, 80s
and 90s, the mortgage loan process
encompassed a mountain of paperwork
both for the borrowers to review and sign
and for the mortgage company to process.
Computers were used for streamlining
some processes but our society relied
more on filling out the paperwork by
hand with pen and ink.
Generation X (1964-1979) started
buying homes in the 1990s. This
generation took advantage of “first time
homebuyer” programs offered by Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac. Their personalities
were very similar in some ways to their
parents (typically Baby Boomers) in that
they are somewhat traditional in their
thinking, conservative in their views
and buying a home was very much a
goal and focus of investing money into
the American Dream. This generation

Barbara Perino is a Certified Professional Co-Active Coach guiding her
clients who are executive leaders and their staff. Barbara has been trained
through The Coach Training Institute (CTI) located in San Rafael, CA. She
completed a Coaching Certification Program through CTI and the International Coaching Federation (ICF). Prior to becoming a coach, Barbara was
a 16-year veteran of the residential mortgage industry in a national sales
management capacity for property valuation and residential mortgage service providers.

typically bought in a community where
other families live with a focus on good
schools, community involvement and
quality of living. They were much more
comfortable to embrace computers and
new technologies. The lenders were/
are using vendors who supply software
products to help make the lending process
streamline and convenient although there
is still a lot of paperwork to complete
and process. Some of this generation
used the services of on-line lenders such
as Quicken Loans or Lending Tree with

“

homes their parents had to have. What’s
changed? It’s partially a matter of
mindset that has shifted since the Great
Recession. These young people equate
oversized houses and their large price
tags with the real estate crash. They are
realizing that a home is not necessarily an
investment, thus many are renting. This
next generation of home buyers has too
much college debt in many cases, to buy
a house. Realtor, Greg Fielding believes
that high college debt is a problem
because indebted graduates can’t take

The mortgage loan process encompassed a
mountain of paperwork both for the borrowers to
review and sign and for the mortgage company
to process.
ease and liked the efficiency of a push of
a button to help alleviate spending time
doing it the old way.
Generation Y (1980- 1995) is going
to influence and change the way we view
lending going forward. This generation
stayed home with family much longer
because of the cost of living, the lack
of well paying jobs and high student
loan debt. They have watched their
parents struggle with debt, layoffs, loss
of investments, sour economy and many
other factors. This is the technology
generation where they embrace doing
things more efficiently through the use of
social media, smart technology and not
necessarily seeing the need to interact as
much with people in the process as past
generations have. Nor do they have the
patience to sift through lots of paperwork
which they feel is a waste of trees. It’s just
as easy to sit in your room or at home and
handle any transaction that needs to be
handled by the simple click of a mouse,
getting the phone with loan officer or
even communicating via Skype.
Today’s first time home buyers have
a vastly different vision on what they
want in a house. Many turn their noses
up at the large homes and traditional

on further debt to become homeowners.
He also feels that this could impact the
starter-home markets for a decade or
more as the next generation of first-time
homebuyers is so burdened down with
debt. This generation will have a harder
time qualifying for home loans and will
certainly qualify for smaller loans, until
these debts are paid off.
So what is going to possibly change
in the mortgage lending process? Loan
officers are going to have to understand
the mindset of these younger generations
when selling mortgage loan programs
these young consumers can afford. What
is going to be the appeal for them to want
to acquire a mortgage? What will they
have to do differently? What different
tools and knowledge will they have
to have? How will their interpersonal

skills change? How will the cloud
technology make the lending process
more efficient?
Something else to think about … the
new generations of managers coming
in to the mortgage industry is going to
be another opportunity for change to
occur. Selling services and products to
Generation Y will require a new set of
sales tools. Identifying and understanding
the types of emotional roadblocks with
this generation will have to be addressed
as part of the sales cycle. With technology
managing how things are done, will these
managers ever see the value of seeing
their customers face to face or would they
rather just communicate electronically?
What will these technological savvy
individuals require in order to buy
products and services?
All of this is food for thought and
needs to be taken seriously. How will
you embrace change? If you choose to
ignore they are different, be prepared
to struggle with “this is the way we
have always done it”. Eventually you
will be forced to try something new.
A suggestion would be to start having
conversations with your leadership and
possibly including younger generation
from the staff. Get their feedback and
opinions on what they would like to see
change. Read some books on what other
industries are doing to embrace a new
way of being successful. The technology
industry has already changed the way
they keep their employees engaged and
loyal. Google, Zappos, 3CInteractive are
great examples of companies filled with
Generation Y. Why not break the mold
and get creative, embracing change that
is coming. ❖
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rjbWalzak Consulting, Inc. was founded and is led by Rebecca Walzak,
a leader in operational risk management programs in all areas of
the consumer lending industry. In addition to consulting experience in
mortgage banking, student lending and other types of consumer lending,
she has hands on practical experience in these organizations as well
having held numerous positions from top to bottom of the consumer
lending industry over the past 25 years.
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Giving It To You

Straight
Our industry is a nuts-and-bolts practice.
It’s supposed to be based on the truth.

I

t’s hard to do something truly original. I’ve
been in the industry for a total of 18 years,
and I can’t tell you how many times I’ve heard
from companies that are touting “groundbreaking”
solutions, when they’re
By Phil Huff
actually just offering different
versions of the same old, same old. We hear certain
superlatives—innovative, revolutionary, state-of-theart—used over and over to the point that they become
virtually meaningless. If you ask around, you’ll
probably hear that it’s because no one wants to buy
polished up versions of the original. We like brand
new things. The marketing folks will probably say
that you can’t simply tell the plain truth. You’ve got
to make it sizzle.
Our industry is a nuts-and-bolts practice. It’s
supposed to be based on the plain truth. There isn’t
inherently—and probably shouldn’t be—a lot of
sizzle in our industry. Especially now. It’s not exactly
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“

few problems. What I found curious was
that the vast majority of the industry’s
attention is being placed on borrowers.
First we took a look at them. Then we
took out our magnifying glasses. Then
we put them under microscopes. I’m
not knocking the process. Borrowers are
a critical part of the mortgage package.
It’s vitally important to make sure they
are who they say they are and to verify
that what they say is true. But borrowers
are not the only part of a mortgage
transaction. There’s also an equally
important component: collateral. There’s
just one issue. Relatively few are verifying

“

a secret that for millions of Americans,
it’s pretty darn tough to get a mortgage
these days. The private mortgage
securities market is on life support
at best. Credit requirements feel like
passing through the eye of a needle for
a lot of good, hardworking Americans
who just want to own a home. And as
for lenders, you guys are faced with so
many new regulations and guidelines
that scrubbing a loan has turned into a
near-religious process.
I bring this up because a lot of folks
have asked me: why, after a five-year
hiatus from the mortgage technology

It doesn’t take a genius to figure out that our
industry is in dire need of fixing a few problems.

field, have I decided to re-enter now? I’ll
tell you why. In a nutshell, opportunity.
The reason eLynx grew to be as
successful as it did was because the
industry presented an opportunity and
we worked day and night to capitalize
on it. The short story is that the industry
needed a way to transmit documents and
data quickly and securely, and we gave
it to them. We weren’t the only provider
in the industry to do this. We just did it
better than the other folks. The mortgage
business was different then. We were
in one of the industry’s most powerful
refi booms and guidelines were loose.
Basically, it was the exact opposite of
the industry we’re facing today. Except
for one thing. Opportunity.
When I first started speaking with
the folks at Platinum Data, the bell that
kept ringing in my ears was the call of
opportunity. I couldn’t believe what
started as a tiny little company 11 years
ago in Orange County, California had
created a technology that could accurately
address the biggest unaddressed problem
that’s been brewing under the industry’s
surface since the crash of the market—
and that the industry as a whole just
hadn’t caught on to it.
It doesn’t take a genius to figure out
that our industry is in dire need of fixing a
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the validity of property appraisals with
the amount of rigor they’re verifying
borrower information.
Can you imagine an industry where a
borrower can enter the words “excellent
credit” on a loan application and just
have the lender—and investor, for that
matter—take it at face value? Can you
imagine credit “review” technologies that
simply scanned loans to make sure that
the borrower filled in the blank fields on
the application? Without oversimplifying
things, that’s what a lot of folks are doing
with appraisals. And while the GSEs
have specific guidelines for verifying
borrower income and credit, they aren’t
requiring that same level of scrubbing for
appraisals. Not yet, at least. And that’s
where the opportunity part comes in.
I believe this opportunity, at this
time in the industry, eclipses any other.
Right now, all eyes in the industry
are on the valuation segment. When
you take the crucial nature of housing
values with regard to the overall health
of the real estate market, and the risks
that lenders and investors take on with
a mortgage, and couple that with the
capacity for today’s technologies to dig
deep enough to provide an inarguable
validation of the completeness and
accuracy of every single aspect of an

appraisal, I think we’re right around the
corner from an industry-wide adoption
of a far more intricate level of appraisal
verifications.
Sometimes the truth can hurt. But
getting to the plain—and sometimes
ugly—truth is the only way we’ll get
this industry back on track. If I were
an investor, I wouldn’t want to invest
a couple hundred thousand dollars in a
loan that’s collateralized by a property
with a value that I’m just pretty darn sure
is legitimate. I want to be absolutely,
positively sure that when I’m investing
in a securitized loan, that my security is
what I think it is. If I find out down the
road that I’ve been sold a loan with an
inaccurate collateral assessment, guess
what? I’m making you buy it back. And
yes, it does happen. Faulty appraisals
are a major cause for loan repurchases,
which aren’t just painful for lenders.
Think about the homebuyers and sellers
who are forced to place their dreams on
hold because someone failed to do the
job correctly. The truth is no one in the
mortgage process has the time or money
to waste on a bad appraisal.
If we look at the industry’s recent
track record, we can see a pattern.
An industry-wide problem arises, for
example, the prevalence of fraudulent
information about a borrower’s income.
Investors start adopting solutions, like
requiring proof of income or scaling back
on loose guidelines. Then the government
gets involved. Over and over, especially
throughout the past few years, we’ve
seen an increase in federal legislation
and other mandates. In the appraisal
industry, lenders already have to abide
by new Interagency Guidelines, USPAP
guidelines, FHA requirements and the
GSEs’ rules for the Uniform Appraisal
Dataset and Universal Collateral Data
Portal. We’re even seeing new standards
being set by the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau. In other words, as far
as an industry-wide appraisal clampdown
goes, it’s already happening.
Now, I want to make it clear that I
wouldn’t have returned to the industry

to join a company that was out to rape
and pillage during one of the industry’s
weaker moments. Platinum Data didn’t
jump into the market at the first sign
of weakness. The company has been
around for more than a decade. It was
started by a very smart man named
Rocky Donathan, with whom I have the
fortune of working, side-by-side, every
day. Rocky and his team have done an
amazing job in the past few years with
the company. Steadfast, staunch and
strong, Rocky guided this company
into triple digit growth for the past two
years—and that’s without any marketing
and advertising. He and I share a lot of
the same values. We believe in providing
the industry with the best solution on the
market, and doing so at a fair price.
It feels good to be back in the
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Phil Huff, former CEO and co-founder of eLynx, is the CEO of Platinum
Data Solutions. Platinum Data provides technologies that help mortgage
lenders, servicers, investors and appraisal management companies value
collateral, and identify and manage collateral risk. Its online platform
and analytical tools are being used by hundreds of companies to perform
due diligence, prevent buybacks and protect billions of dollars in assets
across the U.S.

industry. In the few short months since I
joined the company, I’ve gotten a warm
welcome, a fast ramp up and an even
faster education. I’m working alongside
some of the brightest minds in the
business and I’ve gotten to know a host
of enthusiastic customers, companies
that credit our technologies for their
exponential growth, say we’re the only
company that enables them to provide

“underwriter-ready” appraisals, and even
label our platform as “revolutionary.” For
a returning veteran who’s used to being
sold the sizzle, it’s nice to serve up the
steak and have your customers put the
sizzle on it for you. I feel great about
being here at Platinum Data, a place
where—without fluff, without frills,
without sizzle—at the end of the day,
we’re just people helping people. ❖
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Tackling
Compliance
Comprehensive compliance risk management
strategies are required to meet obligations.

C
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ompliance within the financial services industry impacts
the entire organization. Comprehensive compliance risk
management strategies are required
By Brian King
to meet compliance obligations and also
protect customers, employees, and shareholders.
In general, compliance today means adherence to a policy,
standard, specification, or a unique law. Regulatory compliance
further describes the actions of banks and lenders to comply
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with relevant laws and regulations. It is
interesting that the term compliance has
synonyms such as docility, obedience,
conformity, and submission. In contrast,
the antonyms include defiance, resistance, and disobedience.
The recent financial crisis, the increase in size and complexity of banks,
and the new legislation to protect consumers have resulted in more regulatory
oversight. Banks are facing ever-increasing and evolving regulations such as the
CARD Act, Reg. E., Dodd-Frank, Sarbanes-Oxley, the USA PATRIOT Act,
and the Bank Secrecy Act.
Within the compliance area, a consolidated and integrated approach is needed
to ensure that all necessary governance
requirements are met. With a focus on operational transparency, banks and other financial services organizations are increas-

“

multitude of rules and regulations. It can
seem like an avalanche of new policies
and procedure requirements. Many community banks benefit from an external
partner to assist with the identification
and interpretation of legislative and compliance changes. Peer groups and technology vendor partners can assist with
solutions that address the ever-changing
regulatory landscape.
The compliance expense, as a percentage of total assets, is much greater
for community banks. A recent study
shared that compliance cost as a percentage of bank assets is nearly double at a
$5 Billion community bank as compared
to a $100 Billion regional bank.
However, before you draw the conclusion that bigger is better, be warned.
The Federal Reserve System Board of
Governors has issued specific require-

A recent study found that for the 100 largest
banks in the United States, the annual operational
cost of compliance … exceeds US$1 billion.

“

ingly migrating from the term compliance
to a more comprehensive compliance risk
management (CRM), not to be confused
with customer relationship management.
A recent study found that for the 100
largest banks in the United States, the
annual operational cost of compliance
including IT support, process support,
examination and assessment expenses,
and training exceeds $1 billion. And this
figure does not include staffing expense
for employees who are not dedicated to
the compliance function or software capital expenditures.
This paper will highlight key elements of compliance risk management
and also identify how the implications of
compliance can dramatically impact corporate operations as well as employees.
Community Bank Impact

As you may imagine, smaller banks and
financial services providers often struggle with tracking and implementing the
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ments for large bank organizations that
increase the requirements for compliance regulatory management.
SR 08-8

Often referenced as S-R-Eight-O-Eight,
in October 2008, the Federal Reserve
issued this supervisory letter entitled
“Compliance Risk Management Programs and Oversight at Large Banking
Organizations with Complex Compliance
Profiles.” This letter clearly outlined a
different set of compliance expectations
for larger banking organizations. While
there are exceptions, “Large Banking
Organizations” as defined by SR 08-8
are typically $50 billion or more in assets with multiple legal entities.
Firmwide compliance risk management as reflected in SR 08-8 includes
the processes to manage compliance risk
across an entire organization’s business
lines, support units, legal entities, and
jurisdictions. Some areas where a firm-

wide approach is particularly helpful include privacy, fair lending, anti-money
laundering, affiliate transactions, and
conflicts of interest. This is particularly
true where legal and regulatory requirements may apply to multiple business
lines or legal entities.
The Federal Reserve also provided
specific guidance on the management of
a CRM program. Specifically, they suggest a formalized compliance program
for “identifying, assessing, controlling,
measuring, monitoring, and reporting
compliance risks across the organization and providing compliance training.”
Compliance policies and procedures
should be documented along with compliance risk management standards.
Oversight for firmwide compliance
is provided by the board of directors
and various executive and management
committees. A key component of firmwide compliance oversight is a corporate
compliance group with responsibility for
the implementation of the organization’s
firmwide CRM program and managing
compliance risks across all legal entities
and business lines.
Common Themes

Legislative Compliance Management: To
ensure a successful compliance risk management program, financial service providers must first have a comprehensive
understanding of the various laws and
regulations applicable to its lines of business. This will include federal regulations
as well as state specific requirements.
There are firms that can assist banks
and lenders with tracking this information, but having a list of laws is just the
beginning. Once the laws are identified,
these banks and financial service providers must create a process whereby they
will weave new or changing regulations
into their compliance management organization for the specific lines of business.
Risk Assessments: A key element of
effective compliance management is to
identify the inherent risk associated with
regulatory compliance. Typically banks
measure this risk by utilizing a compre-

vice providers in adherence to the compliance framework and may also lead to
identifying weaknesses and gaps resulting in regulatory violations. Firms will
also monitor for illegal (such as money
laundering) activity related to any prod-

“

requirements. Banks and other financial
service providers are measured not only
on the results, but the staff size and experience. Detailed job descriptions outlining the scope and responsibility of each
area are crucial along with succession

“

hensive risk assessment methodology.
The risk assessment scope and coverage
should be clearly defined, as well as the
parameters of the assessment categories.
The calculation of the risk assessment
will be compared against the targeted
risk ratings. This will help the bank to
identify any required corrective actions.
Ultimately, the risk assessment methodology provides a way to measure the
risk; but it does not in itself alter the risk
in any way. Having this process in place
can assist in avoiding surprises and identify potential improvement opportunities
prior to an audit or examination.
Monitoring and Testing: A rigorous
compliance monitoring and testing program will ensure risk mitigation via process controls and monitoring for illegal
activities. This will assist financial ser-

A rigorous compliance monitoring and testing
program will ensure risk mitigation.

ucts or services. One regional bank created a department called Compliance Process Certification that conducts specific
reviews across the various CRM units to
validate compliance adherence.
Staffing & Training: In recent years
the need for quality compliance staff
members and leaders has grown proportionally with the influx of new regulatory

planning. Banks that have key leadership
gaps must move quickly to resolve those
deficiencies.
Banks must also be nimble with their
staff and make appropriate adjustments.
For example, one regional bank recently
renamed its Fair Lending team to “Fair
and Responsible Banking.” Moreover,
this was not a simple name change, but
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tiered sign-off process by compliance
executives to validate the information.
However, compliance professionals must
beware, since the output from a system is
only as good as the quality of the input
provided. The common phrase of “garbage in – garbage out” may apply.
Non-Compliance

Compliance violations or infractions
can have significant consequences. Such
consequences include the inability to
grow through accepting new deposits,
acquisitions, or building new branches
in desired locations. Additionally, a bank
could face regulatory orders (e.g. cease
and desist), financial penalties, and criminal charges for employees, executives,

“

rather a more holistic view of how to do
the right thing for the customer every
time. Many banks have also begun to
seek out non-compliance professionals
to assist in certain key areas. They have
found those with business line experience, consultants, and project managers
can add significant value in executing the
approved compliance initiatives.
Policies and Procedures: In compliance, there is a policy or procedure for
nearly everything. Most firms have a
comprehensive compliance policy inventory where they keep track of the various
regulations, internal requirements, and
the associated policies and procedures.
Changes to the policies or procedures
will typically require a detail review and

Often one remediation plan will resolve multiple
findings across different business units.

approval process. Some topics require
approval directly from the bank board of
directors or one of the various operating
committees.
Given the ever-changing regulatory
landscape, the policy manual is continually being updated. As a result, employee training and communication is crucial
so that everyone is aware of the current
requirements and how any changes may
impact their job responsibilities. Version
control is also essential as banks keep
detailed records of when various updates
are applied and the specific approval processes and authorized sign-offs.
Issues Tracking System: Effective
compliance management solutions require a determined way to track all issues. This would include findings from
all internal audits, regulatory examinations, and self-identified opportunities
for improvement. In addition to tracking
the existence of a finding or issue, this
tracking system must also be updated
on a routine basis to reflect the forward
progress on resolution of each item as
well as the current status.
The systems and processes vary by
organization and there is generally a
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or directors.
Finally, an impact that is more difficult to measure, but just as powerful is
reputational risk. How will the public perceptions or media coverage of potential
infractions impact the bank’s business?
Infractions or non-compliance can lead
to lack of confidence in an organization,
distrust, and result in lost customers and
income as well as impacting future revenue opportunities.
Best Practices

Find Your Own Weaknesses: Internal auditors and external regulators routinely
examine banks and issue reports with
their findings. However, waiting on the
“report” is often too late. Proactive institutions will conduct CRM self-assessments and leverage the content from its
database of applicable state and federal
regulations to identify potential gaps.
The analysis and remediation plans can
be created and efforts begun immediately to improve compliance adherence.
Comprehensive Compliance Policy
Manual: As the required regulations are
identified, financial service providers
will benefit from the development of a

comprehensive compliance policy manual. This will identify the various regulations and requirements and specify how
the firm will comply across the enterprise and within the individual business
units. This manual will include applicable policies, procedures, and guidelines,
and control processes.
The approval and revision of any
compliance related topics should be
carefully documented with appropriate
senior management, committee, or board
involvement. Also the policy, procedure,
or guideline must clearly communicate
the responsibilities and accountabilities
necessary to mitigate compliance risk.
Employee Communication and Training: Banks generally develop employee
training to educate associates, managers,
and executives on applicable compliance
regulations. Training may be classroom
based or independent study and many
banks effectively leverage web-based delivery solutions. Firms measure the pretest and the post-test results to identify
the lift received as a result of the training
and to make sure a minimum threshold
is achieved. Banks track the applicable
training courses by employee based on
their roles and responsibilities. Routine
reporting identifies any employees not
completing training so managers can
follow-up as appropriate.
Compliance Assurance Program: A
CRM assurance program will provide a
coordinated and consolidated approach
to findings and recommendations resulting from the internal audits and
regulatory examinations across the organization. This program will monitor
the bank’s progress on remediation and
also provide the necessary tracking and
reporting to senior management, board
committees, and external regulators. By
having one unit focus on compliance assurance, the bank can also benefit from
potential synergies or overlap among
findings. Often one remediation plan
will resolve multiple findings across
different business units.
By building the appropriate relationships with the regulators, auditors,
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business leads, and compliance staff the
compliance assurance team can also be
involved earlier in the process to assist
in the development of the management
responses, project timelines, and committed deliverables. In some cases this
group may also be able to review compliance adherence in advance of the audit
or examination and recommend improvements to eliminate potential findings.
The Bottom Line

At the end of the day, compliance really
is everybody’s business. While some
may view compliance as the “business
prevention” department, in contrast they
are in place to help protect the firm and
assist the organization in the development and management of solutions to
ensure regulatory adherence.
As you consider your organization
and compliance risk management strategies you may wish to ask some of the
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Brian King is President at Wisemar, Inc. Prior to joining Wisemar, King
was Senior Vice President at BenchMark Consulting International. King’s
previous roles also include senior executive roles for two national vendors,
senior vice president at Wells Fargo Bank, and product development,
marketing, and strategic planning roles within Bank of America.

following key questions:
>>> Is my compliance group appropriately staffed?
>>> As an organization, are we proactively looking for ways to improve
compliance adherence?
>>> Do we have a compliance assurance program to ensure the consolidated
remediation of findings and coordination
across the organization?
>>> Do we have depth in our compliance organization to support staff succession planning?
>>> What investments can we make

in compliance that benefit long-term
bank profitability and success?
Many of these questions may be answered internally which others generally
require an external third-party perspective. Leverage consultants and contractors as appropriate to help you reach
your goal, but make sure to have the
knowledge transfer so your employees
can provide ongoing compliance coverage going forward.
If compliance is not a top priority at
your firm, are you willing to accept the
consequences? ❖
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Our Innovations Winners gathered to
discuss the present and the future of the
mortgage space.
Over 120 mortgage executives came
together to attend PROGRESS in Lending
Association’s Innovations Event. We named
the top seven innovations of 2011. After that
event, we wondered what would happen if we
brought together executives from each winning
company to talk
Executive Interview
about mortgage
technology innovation. Where do they see the
state of innovation? And what innovation is it
going to take to get our industry going again?
To get these and other questions answered,
we got the winning group together. In the end,
(Back Row Left to Right) Lester Dominick,
President of MortgageFlex Systems; Brent
Stokes, Senior Vice President of Sperlonga
Data & Analytics; Jeff Wirsing, President
and Co-Founder of GreenBar America LLC;
(Front Row Left to Right) Ravi Ramanathan,
President and CEO of Decision Ready;
Joe Badalamenti, President and CEO of
Five Brothers; Bruce Backer, President of
LoanSifter; and Jennifer Miller, President of a
la mode’s Mortgage Solutions Division, talked
about a lot of pressing industry concerns.

To The

Future
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Executive Interview

Q: Some say innovation has to be sweeping change.
Others say innovation can be incremental change.
How would you define true innovation?
JEFF WIRSING: More often than not innovation involves incremental change in how
something was done previously … but the
end result is to effect a significant change,
or ripple effect, that reaches a critical mass.
It’s almost like a chess match. As in chess
… a piece gets moved from one square to
another. When that happens it opens up
a multitude of other opportunities for the
other pieces. That being said, it’s only true
innovation if the result is an improvement
over what you had before.

JENNIFER MILLER: A true innovation creates
a solution to a problem that has never been
done. It’s a new and creative way to describe, solve, or redefine a problem that
impacts the daily lives of a particular market. And taking it a step further to provide
context – it’s applying technology to solve
a problem in ways that no one has done
before.

“True innovation
is the creation
of a product or
service that does
a better job of
solving a real
problem than
what currently
exists.”

Lester Dominick
MortgageFlex
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LESTER DOMINICK: True innovation is the
creation of a product or service that
does a better job of solving a real problem than what currently exists. Sometimes a small incremental change can
have a great impact and carry a small
cost. Sometimes it takes a completely
new solution to have great impact. The
determination if a product or service is
a successful innovation is ultimately determined by the market, which considers
costs and benefits. True innovation has
to be proven and sustainable.

JOE BADALAMENTI: Innovation is at the heart
of all progress and success. It is the introduction of new methods, ideas or products.
Innovation can take the form of sweeping
change, while at other times it may take
the form of incremental change. Five
Brothers defines true innovation as the
process of applying knowledge, expertise,
and technology to meet the challenges and
opportunities in the market.
BRUCE BACKER: It is possible to have incremental innovation without a sweeping
change by applying proven techniques to
a new market or product or by enhancing
products in ways the market hasn’t seen.
By studying technology innovators such as
Google, we’ve been able to create performance efficiencies and reliability that this
market has not experienced with product
eligibility and pricing engines, and I would
consider that incremental innovation. But
your purest innovation is often sweeping,
or at least it has a sweeping impact on the
market. By getting a clean start, you are
not held back by tunnel vision or the design limitations of the current system.
RAVI RAMANATHAN: I believe true innovation
always stems from creative approaches to
difficult challenges. Innovation is taking
creativity a step further by putting ideas
into action. That means coming up with a
new solution, product or service that will
have an impact. It usually involves taking
risks, and thinking outside the box, which

“All innovation
is important,
whether it be
a large and
far-reaching
change, or
come in the
form of smaller,
incremental
changes.”

Ravi Ramanathan
Decision Ready
of course is at the very heart of innovation.
All innovation is important, whether it be
a large and far-reaching change, or come
in the form of smaller, incremental changes to build upon an original idea, which
seems to be more the norm.
BRENT STOKES: I also don’t believe that innovation has to involve sweeping change.
Innovations often incrementally improve
an important aspect of daily life in surprising ways. We’ve had cell phones for more
than a generation now, but innovative technologies have made them far more useful
over the last 10 years or so. Those changes
have been incremental in nature. True innovation usually means turning a good
idea on its ear and creating something that
works better, easier, faster, cheaper or a
combination of all of these.

Q: How would you define the state of mortgage
industry innovation? Is it thriving or in a state of
decay?
LESTER DOMINICK: A little bit of both and a
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whole lot of being stuck in neutral. There is
a tremendous amount of focus required on
current and future regulatory compliance.
Even the most aggressive innovators must
devote their most valuable resources to
compliance as their highest priority. There
are certainly many opportunities to create
innovative products and services taking advantage of new technologies and information distribution channels. New consumer
technology innovations are happening every day and lenders have realized that today’s consumer expects the same advanced
conveniences in their lending experience.
I’m only seeing a few companies devoting
resources to pursue this opportunity while
most are just trying to get by with just focusing only on compliance.

JEFF WIRSING: From my perspective, I see
very little true innovation in the mortgage
industry. It’s not thriving and it’s not in
decay. It’s just stuck. I compare the “system” that we call the mortgage industry
to a car that worked for many years. But
times have changed and the old reliable

“The silver
lining is that
the innovations
created over
the last year
specifically
address new
market conditions,
which are helping
servicers.”

Joe Badalamenti
Five Brothers
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car just doesn’t serve our needs any more.
In an effort to fix a variety of problems
the participants in the mortgage industry
have been dismantling the car, re-building
it with the exact same parts, and (surprise,
surprise) getting the exact same result.

BRENT STOKES: Mortgage industry innovation may not be thriving the way it was
in previous real estate cycles, but it’s certainly not in decay. On the origination
side, we are not seeing as many new loan
programs or technologies that make mortgage credit as widely available as before.
We are, however, seeing new ideas to
make loans more safely. On the servicing
side of the mortgage business, we are seeing innovation, especially in the foreclosure segment. Why? Because mortgage
servicers are still trying to cope with the
aftermath of the largest financial crisis.
JOE BADALAMENTI: The past few years have
been extremely challenging to the mortgage industry. The industry has been
forced to respond to the massive influx
of new rules and regulations, challenging
economic conditions and uncertainty in
the market. These changes have spurred
a wave of new innovations to meet these
challenges. The silver lining is that the innovations created over the last year specifically address new market conditions,
which are helping servicers maintain
control in this new environment. Some
innovations have been sweeping changes,
while others have delivered incremental
change, but one thing is certain, innovation in the mortgage industry is not in a
state of decay.
RAVI RAMANATHAN: Overall, I would say the
state of innovation in the mortgage industry remains vibrant, but in different areas
from those we saw prior to the crisis we
are presently dealing with. As a sector,
we continue to innovate in the segments
most in need of help.
BRUCE BACKER: I believe mortgage tech-

“True innovation
usually means
turning a good
idea on its ear
and creating
something that
works better,
easier, faster,
cheaper.”

Brent Stokes
Sperlonga Data & Analytics
nology innovation is thriving. Today’s
regulatory and consolidative environment is forcing innovation to be centered first and foremost around compliance needs and tight integrations
between best-of-breed solutions. This
type of “forced” innovation may not be
as press-worthy as the big splash of production innovation, but it doesn’t suggest any sort of ongoing concern.

JENNIFER MILLER: There’s no doubt that
mortgage industry innovation is currently
thriving. Regulations have necessitated
considerable innovation with regard to appraisal independence and delivery, just to
name one industry example. The market
has also been an impetus for innovation
since mini booms require technological
investment to seize market opportunities.
Q: Lastly, if there was one innovation that the
mortgage industry needs to get closer to recovery, what would it be?
BRUCE BACKER: We’ve seen the aftermath

Executive Interview

would reduce the financial risks for a
family being homeowners would be
great. The product would offer financial stability and flexibility in all economic conditions for the majority of
homeowners. It would balance the benefits of an appreciating market against
the downside of a declining market.

of some innovations that have driven the
industry’s boom periods, so I’d be skeptical of any magic bullet that will substantially enhance the market in the short
term. For the industry to strengthen its
reputation, it needs to continue supporting the education and empowerment of
borrowers.

RAVI RAMANATHAN: Finding a quicker and
more efficient way to resolve delinquencies and foreclosures would help get the
industry back on track. As everyone
knows, there are markets in the country
with a shortage of housing inventory,
yet an abundance of foreclosed properties waiting to come onto the market
in the form of shadow inventory. Often
servicers are stymied by the fear of lawsuits and potential compliance issues.
Addressing those concerns and using
technology to ensure that foreclosure
processes are legal and compliant will
ease servicers’ minds. Then the number
of properties currently being tied up and
hanging over the market can be moved.

“Today’s
regulatory and
consolidative
environment
is forcing
innovation to be
centered first and
foremost around
compliance.”

Bruce Backer
LoanSifter

“It’s all about
the quality of
the mortgage
backed asset
and reestablishing
the secondary
market.”

Jeff Wirsing
GreenBar America LLC
JOE BADALAMENTI: Implement innovative,
regulatory-compliant mortgage technology solutions that enable residential mortgage servicers to effectively respond to
constantly changing market conditions.
This type of innovation will provide servicers with the ability to maximize asset
preservation, reduce costs, and optimize
borrower relationships.
JEFF WIRSING: It’s all about the quality
of the mortgage backed asset and reestablishing the secondary market. Over
the last 3+ years we’ve seen changes
in the mortgage industry that effected
licensing, valuation, compensation,
legislation, fraud, analytics and underwriting guidelines. Despite all of
those efforts the result (for all intents
and purposes) is a complete lack of
investors coming back to the secondary market. And the one thing that has
been conspicuously absent in all of
these “fixes” is the consumer.
LESTER DOMINICK: A loan product that

JENNIFER MILLER: The biggest area where
innovation can be applied is in the arena
of analytics – especially when it comes to
evaluating appraisals in such a way that
the good can be picked from the bad. Appraisers are coming under fire because
they are being viewed as the party that
is “killing deals.” But in some cases, the
deal should to be killed.
BRENT STOKES: We also need more efficient
ways to bring qualified buyers and motivated sellers of properties together. This
means removing the friction that separates the housing supply, including REO
and the distressed borrower inventory,
from willing and capable buyers. ❖

“The biggest
area where
innovation can
be applied is
in the arena
of analytics
– especially
when it comes
to evaluating
appraisals.”

Jennifer Miller
a la mode
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You Need More Than Just An
The best solutions integrate eSignatures with all the technology needed to
achieve a competitive edge.

T

he recent announcement that the IRS,
and eventually the FHS, will begin
accepting electronic signatures on
the 4506T is generating a lot of interest in the
mortgage industry. Even technology-savvy
lenders must currently manage the 4506T on
paper, or outsource to a company that does. This
results in a disjointed process and creates the
opportunity for errors or slowdowns. So, will the
widespread adoption of eSignatures truly remove
the final barrier to a completely electronic set of
mortgage documents? Most lenders are finding
that there’s more to integrating eSignatures than
just installing a new tool.
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eSignature technology has undeniable
benefits, such as increased productivity and cost
savings, but by itself, may not be the panacea it is
made out to be. In many ways, eSignatures have
become a commodity, with companies offering
eSignature technology sprouting up everywhere.
However, to realize
By Sharon Matthews
the full potential,
lenders must leverage the technology within
a broader solution set. Lenders using the IRS
announcement to introduce electronic documents
into their processes should evaluate eSignature
technology in context of the entire workflow.
For example, where do the signed documents
Tomorrow’s Mortgage Executive
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go, how are they stored, and what impact
does a mixed media file have on underwriting? What happens when documents
are electronically signed, but require the
return of additional conditions or stipulations? And what is the impact on compliance if a document is sent electronically
but isn’t signed?
The answers are easily found in the
best practices of lenders leading with a
best-in-class consumer experience. They
are taking an approach where the workflow is designed with an electronic process as the normal way of doing business,
and where paper is the casualty of an inefficient and costly alternative.
In this highly competitive market,
lenders need a solution that provides multiple options within a single, integrated
workflow. Electronic documents may be
the preferred method for exchanging information with the consumer, but it cannot be the only option. RESPA regulations require lenders to issue a GFE within

“

They then electronically send the disclosure documents to the consumer to sign.
An email is automatically sent to the consumer announcing the availability of the
documents and requesting their action. If
the consumer doesn’t respond in time to
meet the three-day requirement, the loan
officer is notified and the documents are
automatically printed and mailed to the
address on record. No intervention is required by your loan officers and you remain in compliance automatically.
Sounds too good to be true? This
is exactly the type of solution, one that
gracefully handles exceptions within the
workflow, that lenders need in today’s
market. If there isn’t an option to automatically “fall out” to paper processing,
eSignatures may actually reduce productivity, because lenders will have a second
workflow to manually process paper disclosures. This is a reality of electronic
signatures in the mortgage industry that
few technology vendors want to discuss.

Most lenders are finding that there’s more
to integrating eSignatures than just installing a
new tool.

“

three business days of an application. If
for some reason the consumer does not
pick up the electronic GFE in the allotted
timeframe, or indicates that he does not
want to receive the documents electronically, the lender must handle this exception. This could be time consuming and
difficult to manage, not to mention errorprone, especially with any kind of volume
in the loan pipeline. Given the cost of
failing to comply with regulations, an eSignature solution that handles exceptions
automatically quickly pays for itself. Having an electronic signature package with
an integrated print and mail feature is the
best solution that addresses total cost and
compliance objectives.
Imagine this ideal scenario after you
receive an application for a mortgage:
Your loan officers process the necessary
information and prepare the disclosures.
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But it is vitally important in a mortgage
scenario and should be factored into any
ROI calculation.
The interaction required to complete
the disclosure process is just the beginning. Frequently, once those documents
are signed, additional conditions and
stipulations must be met before the loan
is approved. This requires lenders to collect documents from the consumer. For
example, income verification may require
a pay stub or a copy of a W2. The challenge for lenders is to track these requests,
get the requested materials, and then integrate them into the loan file. Technology
can, and should, be used to manage this
process as well.
An effective solution allows lenders to
interact with consumers in different ways.
Electronic documents, electronic signatures, paper copies, and even fax may

be employed to collect the information
needed in the loan file. For convenience,
a document solution should provide multiple channels to distribute documents
and data. Even though mobile and electronic technology is gaining traction,
many processing groups still rely on fax
machines. Good solutions can produce a
fax cover page with an embedded barcode
that identifies the documents or conditions being met. When the fax is received
from the consumer, it is electronically
processed and the documents are placed
in an imaging or document management
system without human intervention. More
advanced systems allow a consumer to
upload a document directly, or even take
a picture of the document and return it using their mobile phone.
Mobile phones have clearly become a
standard aspect of daily life for the American consumer. According to statistics
compiled by the Federal Reserve System
in March 2012, 87 percent of the U.S.
population has a mobile phone. Many are
smart phones connected to the Internet.
Mobile devices continue to grow in popularity as a method for managing financial
information. In 2011, 20 percent of the
total U.S. mobile audience indicated that
they conducted some type of financialrelated activity from their mobile device.
Mobile banking is poised to expand further over the next year, with financial information usage increasing to one in three
mobile phone users by 2013. Clearly, today’s consumers expect information, even
sensitive or protected financial information, on their mobile devices.
Lenders looking to increase their
competitive position and improve customer service are taking advantage of
mobile trends. A number of institutions
already allow consumers to obtain financial account information and conduct transactions, including paying bills,
transferring money, and ordering services. Document delivery and signature
services can and should be incorporated
into this experience. Just as consumers
can see their checking account balance
on their phone or tablet, they should also
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be able to apply for a mortgage, receive
their disclosures, sign the documents,
and return any requested information
from their mobile device.
Supporting mobile users has many
benefits for a lending institution. In addition to improvements in customer loyalty, reaching consumers quickly shortens
processing times and improves retention
in the application process. A 2011 study
by eLynx showed that lenders who used
electronic delivery and signature services
shortened the loan cycle by 4-5 days. The
study documented solid improvements in
productivity. The data also suggests that
lenders with shorter application-to-close
times may have a competitive advantage
when a borrower is shopping among
several lenders. Borrowers who received
information quickly were more likely to
commit to the transaction, resulting in a
3-4% improvement in the number of applications that go to closing. The ability
to connect with your borrowers on a mobile device when they are away from their
home or office can mean the difference
between an application that goes nowhere
and a closed loan.
Enabling the fast and efficient exchange of information is critical to improving the customer experience and the
competitive environment. But ultimately, all this electronic data must be managed and tracked to increase efficiency.
General eSignature services may not be
prepared to handle the transparency and
audit needs that a mortgage transaction
requires.
For complete traceability, all documents both sent to, and returned from, a
consumer should be captured in a single
loan file. As documents are signed and
submitted, the loan officer can be notified and the returned documents automatically stored in an imaging system or
in an electronic folder. This provides a
complete record of consumer interaction.
Additionally, loan officers can monitor
this electronic folder to proactively manage the application process. If a disclosure package is not returned as expected,
the loan officer can reach out and contact
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A b o u t Th e A u t h o r

As President and CEO, Sharon Matthews oversees the overall operations
of the company and is responsible for the growth of eLynx’s market
leadership position providing data-driven document distribution,
collaboration, and connectivity services for the financial services,
mortgage banking, and real estate industries. Matthews came to
eLynx with more than 25 years of senior executive experience running
profitable large technology and software companies.

the consumer to assist with the decision
making process. Ultimately, this impacts
the rate of approved applications that go
to a closing.
Finally, using an electronic delivery
service that is integrated with an imaging system or electronic folder provides
a single, authoritative source for loan
documents and improves productivity for
mortgage processors, closers, and interested third parties. No more chasing down
the latest copy of a document or pulling a
document only to find out that it’s been revised three times. There is one place that
contains all the documents for the loan.
This has immediate benefits if a lender or
mortgage broker is audited.
Beginning in 2012, the Consumer Financial Protection Board is instituting a
mortgage examination procedure. Both

lenders and non-bank originators are
subject to evaluations in several areas,
including loan disclosures and terms,
closing, and fair lending practices. Examiners show up on site requesting access or copies of documents on a number of loans. If those documents can be
provided electronically on demand, the
audit process is streamlined. The same
benefits also hold true for the complex
audit requirements enforced by many
state regulators.
Audit, regulatory, risk, competitive,
and consumer satisfaction needs are important issues facing mortgage lenders
today. eSignature is a key technology, but
it has to be a full solution. These types of
solutions exist, and are being deployed by
technology savvy lenders who are enjoying a competitive edge. ❖
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